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I am typing these words on the afternoon of Election Day in the United
States of America. I decided not to watch television regarding forecasts for
the results. It may take days as some experts have been telling us. So, I
decided to reflect on the Islamists attacks that took place in France and in
Austria in October and in early this month.
Having read several reports on the subject in both American and Foreign
news media, I am struck by the fact that to date, the West has missed
reading warning signs that were offered by specialists on Islamism.
One such writer on this topic whose essays I have read in French and in
Arabic, is the Algerian born Hamid Zanazi. His most recent book is
« L'Europe face à l'invasion islamique : Une civilisation en péril »
An English translation of the title reads:

“Europe facing the Islamic invasion - A civilization in danger”
Published on 17 January 2019
https://www.furet.com/livres/l-europe-face-a-l-invasion-islamique-hamidzanaz-9782846212786.html
A translated summary of the book follows:
“France, Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, Great Britain and
Norway ... are today in the mouth of the wolf, refusing to understand that
Islam never seeks to enrich a culture or integrate into a civilization. Its final
goal is to supplant them before eradicating them. How, then, can we not be
afraid of the threats posed by Islamism in view of the violence, attacks and
murders that have become our daily lot?”
The following are articles by Hamid Zanaz that I have posted on
Academnia.edu

How the West Is Digging Its Own Grave
https://www.academia.edu/25815283/Islam_and_the_Decline_of_the_West

Boulevard of Islamism: How Islam Is Spreading and Impacting Europe
https://www.academia.edu/14450886/Boulevard_of_Islamism_How_Islam_is_spreading
_and_Impacting_Europe

Islamism As Told to My Daughter
https://www.academia.edu/9474299/Islamism_As_Told_Explained_to_My_Daughter
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Biography of Hamid Zanaz

Freelance translator and journalist, Hamid Zanaz contributes to various
Arabic and French publications. Permanent contributor to Al Awan, journal
of the League of Arab Rationalists. He is the author of numerous essays, in
both Arabic and French, touching on religion, sexuality, politics or science
in the Islamic world.
His latest book L'islamisme, vrai visage de l'islam
Islamism is the True Face of Islam.
https://www.furet.com/livres/l-islamisme-vrai-visage-de-l-islam-hamidzanaz-9782846211642.html

